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REAL APPLIED PROBLEMS IN ALGEBRA AND GEOMETRY.

COMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATION :
JAMES F. MILLIS, Chairman, Francis W. Parker School, Chicago.

Jos. V. COLLINS, State Normal School, Stevens Point, Wis.
0. I. PALMER, Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago.
E. FISKE ALLEN, Teachers College, New York, N. Y.
A. A. DODD, Manual Training High School, Kansas City, Mo.

Teachers of mathematics and all others who are interested in the
movement to reform the teaching of mathematics in the secondary
schools by teaching the subjects more in relation to their practical uses
are earnestly requested to co-operate with this committee of the Cen-
tral Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers in the attempt
to collect for use in secondary schools the real applied problems of
elementary algebra and geometry in the various trades, industries, and
sciences, and to determine the extent to which such problems exist in
the various fields. Teachers, are asked to consult practical men en-
gaged in the various trades, to search through trade journals and
books on the various practical pursuits and sciences, for real applied
problems, and to send the problems to this committee for publication
in these columns, so that all teachers of secondary mathematics, may
have the benefit of them for class room use.

All real applied problems of algebra and geometry that are sent
to the members of the committee will &e printed in these columns,
and proper credit given the contributor.
Teachers are requested to try these problems in their classes, great

care being exercised in their presentation, and to forward criticisms
to the committee based upon the results.

PROBLEMS.

By William E. Stark, Ethical Culture School, New York City.
1. To measure the height of a church spire which cannot be con-

veniently approached. An observer plants vertically a staff 10 ft. long
successively at two -points A and B, in line with the spire, and 30 ft.
apart. For each position of the staff, the observer takes such a
position that the top of the staff and the top of the spire are in line
with his eye. Supposing � his two positions to be respectively 6.3 ft.
and 7.6 ft. from the staff, and the height of his eye above the ground
to be 5.4 ft, calculate the height of th^ spire and its distance from the
rearer position of the staff.

(Suggestion. This is a good application of simultaneous equations.)
2. In laying out a curve in a railroad survey, stakes are set 100 ft.

/|\4 apart. In the figure, which represents

^ such a curve, the chords AB, BO, CD,
DE, EF, FG each equals 100 ft. These
stakes are usually set as follows: The
proper angle TAB is laid off from the
tangent AT, and 100 ft. is measured on
line AB thus locating point B, then angle
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BAG is laid. off and an arc with center at B and radius 100 ft. is made

to intersect AC, th’us fixing point C. In the same way each successive

point is found, by laying off the proper angle and finding the intersec-

tion of its side with an arc whose center is the stake last set and

whose radius is 100 ft.
Show that (1) since the curve is to be the arc of a circle, angles

TAB, BAG, CAD, DAE, .... are equal; (2) each of these angles

is equal to one half the central angle subtend-ed by a 100-ft. chord.
By J. F. Millis, Francis W. ParJcer School, Chicago.

3. In the railroad curve in the preceding problem, show that the

sum of the "deflection angles" TAB, BAG, ..... equals one half
of the "intersection angle" MTG, the angle between the tangents at
the ends of the road. curve. Show that the intersection angle equals

the central angle subtended by the curve.
4. To find the length of the railroad track in a curve (See fig. of

Prob. 2) with a given intersection angle, the curve to be of given

"degree." The degree of a curve is determined, by a central angle
which is subtended by a chord of 100 ft. Suppose the intersection
angle to be 34° 20’, and the curve to be a 6° curve. (Suggestion.

34° 20’ == 34.333°. Since each central angle of 6° will subtend a

100-ft. chord, the number of chords will be 34.333° � 6°.).
Find the length of a 10° curve whose intersection angle is 58° 40’.

5. Surveying railroad, curves by "tangent and. chord, deflections."
If AD is tangent to the railroad curve

ABC; AB, BO, .... equal chords; and
BD is perpendicular to the tangent AD from

the curve; then BD is the "tangent deflec-
tion" of the curve. If chord. AB is produced
to E, making BE == AB === BO, the distance
CE is the "chord deflection."
Show that (1) the tangent deflection

equals one-half the chord deflection; (2) if the length of chord, is c

and radius R, chord deflection == cVR; (3) tangent deflection == cy2R.

(Suggestion. Draw BP tangent at B. Triangles BOE and BOO are

similar.)
6. In railroad construction, where it is desirable to secure ease-

ment in a curve by making the degree of curva-
ture less at the beginning of the curve than

farther along, "compound curves" are used. A
compound curve is made up of two or more arcs
of circles with radii of different lengths, and
having common tangents at their junction points.

Show that the intersection __/^ qp
angle at T equals the sum of the central angles of

the arcs AC and CB in the compound curve ACB.
(Suggestion. Draw the common tangent at the

junction point 0.)
Show that this rule holds for a compound curve

of three or more arcs.
7. The following principle is used in laying- out railroad curves:
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If the curves of two trades begin at the same tangent point and end
in parallel tracks, (1) their chords coincide in direction, and (2) their

chords are proportional to their radii. Demon-
strate this.

(Suggestion. Prove angle GAT == angle BAT.)
By Ben J. Lu’bsches, Architect, Kansas City,

Mo.
8. Problem. To draw a symmetrical roof

on MN, pitch r inches to the foot. The figure
suggests the construction. ^

9. Problem. (See figure.) To draw easement
of cornice tangent to rake cornice at B, and pass-
ing through A. (Suggestion. Since the arc passes
through A and B, upon what line must its center lie?

Since the arc is tangent to rake cornice at B, upon
what line must its center lie?) This construction

l? used also in laying out the easements of stair

rails.

^ 10. Problem. To draw the connecting curve,

^.^ such as the line of the front of a building, of

^^’" established radius r and tangent to two inter-

secting lines.
(Suggestion. Upon what loci must the center

lie?-)
By Jos. V. ColHns, State Normal School, Stevens Point, Wis.
11. To mark by means of a carpenter’s square a board of any width

that is to be cut into any number of equal strips. .������^�
Suppose board is 111^ in. wide and is to be cut into ^ <^^\^
4 strips of equal width. Lay heel of square on one ?______\^,
edge and turn until 12 mark is on other edge. With \
awl make marks at 3, 6, 9. Move square and repeat performance.
Then draw lines through marks made.

Justify the method.
12. To construct a trefoil (very frequently used in

architectural adornment, especially Gothic architecture) ( n )
where the radius of one of the circles is given, ^�^v^/

13. To construct the arc of a circle mechanically when it is in-
convenient to find its radius. Let AB be the chord of an arc APB,
and PD the sagittus or height of the segment. Drive nails at A and B.
Then nail three wooden strips PM, PN, and RS together so that P

is at the apex of the segment and PM
and PN touch A and B, respectively.
Show that by sliding MPN around,
having it constantly touch A and B,
point P will trace the arc of the circle.

14. Method for finding distance AB
when the ground in triangle FED is

bad. Set a stake C in line with AB prolonged; set another stake D
so that G and B can be seen. from it; and a third stake E in line BD
prolonged so that DE ==. BD. Set a fourth stake F at the intersection
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is a fourt-h
- AF.

Measure AC, AF, FE; Show that AB
D proportional to AF, AC. and. FB

15. An architect desires to put 6 rooms
and 3 hallways, the latter each 8 ft. wide,
into - an outside length of 119 ft. in such a
way that each room from the front back
shall be 1 ft. narrower than the one in
front of it. The outer walls are 18 in. thick

nnd the inner ones 6 in. What will be the inside lengths of the
respective rooms?

10. A farmer wishes to divide a double tree 4 ft. 6 in. long, for
three horses, so as to make the longer arm 2 in. longer than twice
the shorter arm. Where should the large clevis be placed?
By Miss Mabel Sykes, South Chicago High School, Chicago.
17. This parquet floor design is

based, upon the drawing that accom-
panies it. In the drawing E, F, G, H
are the middle points of the sides AD,
AB, BC, CD, and. the points joined as
shown. Show that KLMN is a square.
Find by algebra the relation between
the areas of the large square AC and
the square LN.
Computation: Let AB == a. -

Then AF == a/2.
DF = aV5/2.

Triangle AFN is similar to ADF.
Hence AN = aV5/5 == DK.

NF == OV5/10.
Hence KN = aV5/5;

Area of KM == 1/5 of area of AC.
The geometrical problem may be varied by drawing lines CE, DF,

AG, BH so that the angles 1, 2, 3, and 4 are equal. Then the compu-
tation becomes trigonometric.

Note. This figure is said. to have been used by a Hindu, Bhaskara,
born 1114 A. D., to prove the Pythagorean theorem. The design was
used also in ^Arabic lattices. See CajorFs History of Elementary
Mathematics.

18. This is a drawing of one of the earliest
of Gothic tracery windows. The arch ABC is

based on an equilateral triangle. A is the
center and AB the radius for the arc CB, and.
B the center and AB the radius for arc AC.
D is the center of span AB. The arches AED
and DFB are drawn on the half span by simi- A^
lar construction. Find the center and. radius
of the circle with center 0 that shall be tan-
gent to the four arcs DE, DF, AC, GB.

(Suggestion. With A as" center and AH as radius cut the altitude
CD at 0. H is center of DB.)
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If this problem is preceded by a full discussion of the following
exercises, the class will find point 0 without assistance:

(a) Every point in the common tangent to two equal tangent circles
may be the center of a circle tangent to the two given circles.

(b) Every point in the common chord to two equal intersecting cir-

cles may be the center of a circle tangent to the two given circles.
(c) Every point in the perpendicular bisector of the line of centers

of any two equal circles may be the center of a circle tangent to the
two given circles.

’

(d) Every point in the circumference of a circle concentric with
two given concentric circles and lying half way between them may be
the center of a circle tangent to the two given circles.

MOEE COMMENTS.

BY G. W. GREENWOOD, DUNBAE, PA.

In the January number of SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS,
page 40, it is suggested that "if a postulate leads to * * * no
fruitful scientific hypothesis" it has no real or objective meaning.
It would of course be impossible to determine beforehand the value
of a new and untried hypothesis, nor should we decide too hastily

that a postulate is ’ fruitless; negative numbers were at first called
imaginary, or fictitious, and regarded merely as curiosities; complex
variables, I believe, were found to be of real service in theoretical
electricity; the pure. study of conic sections, after centuries of com-
parative inutility, has become the corner stone of mathematical
astronomy; "that a quantitive study of defective children should need
the study first of the geometry of hyperspace may sound paradoxical,

but it is none the less true"*; when Pasteur took up the subject of
spontaneous generation his friends expressed their regret at his wast-
ing energy on a "useless theory," yet upon the unforeseen results rest
vast advances in medicine and surgery. Instances could be multiplied
almost without number showing that only omniscience could decide
that any postulate was useless.

In fact, so prone are we to estimate relative values by proximate

concrete returns that teachers should incline all the more strongly to
emphasize the importance of research promising no immediate material
rewards.

Again, whether in the election of a president or in the most trivial

act calling for a conscious or unconscious exercise of reason, in making

a postulate or a deduction from it, one’s mental activity should be
guided and strengthened by a proper study of geometry. Unfortunately,
the subject as currently presented is a most potent agency in dulling
whatever reasoning powers the student may initially possess.

^"Grammar of Science," Karl Pearson. I am indebted for this quotation to Dr. H. ly.
Reitz of the University of Illinois.


